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1. Introduction
Despite gaining momentum in contemporary art practices in recent years, performance art has 
not always been as revered, and is still interrogated. Through the history of art prism, it is com-
monly agreed that performance as a discipline built up recognition from the mid-50s onwards 
–mid-80s in the UK and in the 70s in the US (Sofaer, 2002; Goldberg, 2014; Jones, 2014;
Heathflied, 2014). Others suggest that it informally emerged earlier on alongside Dada and the
Futurist movements in the 20s onwards (Goldberg, 2014). What is significant to note is that
performance art has continuously erupted –as subversive– to challenge the conventions of
more established forms of art, bringing art to life (or life to art), and questioning its meaning and
distribution dynamics, i.e. Futurist and Dadaists were a force against the artistic establishment,
Fluxus against the art market and institutions, Conceptual Art against the commodification
and objectivation of art, and so on and so forth. By breaking the barriers between art and life,
reconfiguring the nature of the ephemeral and non-static artwork, and involving new parameters
to the art form, such as action, time and space, liveliness, and participation, performance has
dramatically changed the way we look at, and experience, the arts today.

Performance can be seen as a practice that is physical and subversive in its function, inclusive 
and collaborative in its audience reception, and multi or interdisciplinary in its conception. The 
ephemeral factor of the medium has undoubtedly raised questions and found its detractors. 
As expressed by Joshua Sofaer: ‘there have always been artists doing work at the margins of 
their discipline, experimenting outside of the established norms’ (Sofaer, 2002). For a long time, 
performance art struggled to fit in one category –and still fi nds itself at the crossroad of many 
disciplines; theatre, dance, visual arts, music. By looking at theories that have re-thought the 
conceptual framework of performance art, blurring the lines between ‘low’ and ‘high’ art, valo-
rising the experience of the live presence and pushing the boundaries beyond the traditional art 
experience, this paper seeks to identify what makes performance art unique in its conception and 
reception, but also subversive and highly complex to label and categorise. Through the lenses of 
the presence and absence of the living work, one can ask: can the unusual experience, generated 
by the performance itself, contain the medium’s fundamental artistic value? 

But first of all, how can ‘performance art’ be defined? Etymologically the word ‘perform’ comes 
from the 14th and 15th century’s Old French and Anglo-Norman French origins, ‘parfournir’ 
which means ‘to bring to completion’ or ‘act upon’ something. In a more contemporary use, the 
decomposition of the word ‘per’ and ‘form’ resonates as something that is in the process of taking 
shape; something that goes through a movement or a flux. Along these lines, Jonah Westerman, 
researcher and curator at Tate, who spent two years looking at the notions of performance art 
for the institution’s learning centre, states that performance consists of ‘artworks that are created 
through actions performed by the artist or other participants, which may be live or recorded, 
spontaneous or scripted’ and adds: ‘more recently, performance has been understood as a way of 
engaging directly with social reality, the specifics of space and the politics of identity. […] Perfor-
mance is not (and never was) a medium, not something that an artwork can be but rather a set of 
questions and concerns about how art relates to people and the wider social world’ (Westerman, 
2016). In this paper, the word ‘medium’ will be used to stress the artistic expression of meaning 
or the methods that convey emotions. For several reasons that will be outlined later on, I would 
like to emphasise the concept of ‘live presence’ of performance art as a less conventional, and 
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controversial process of producing and exhibiting art; or when art ‘comes into being at the actual 
moment of encounter between the artist and spectator’ (Sofaer, 2002). We will distance 
ourselves from art as sublime object, and art as ideas, and embrace art in action –or rather in 
motion– in its literal sense, and as a catalyst for change. 

The research will focus on live performance rather than documented performance or re-staged 
works, in order to propose an analysis of the value of spontaneity and the factor of new expe-
rience. It will concentrate on works that are made directly in front of an audience in specific 
time and space. Another aspect worth mentioning is that the framework will be limited to the 
museum context and its pertaining curatorial decisions. Therefore the parameters that will be dis-
cussed are aimed at the white cube sphere (i.e. no outdoor public spaces or theatre). The reason 
for confining the research to the exhibition setting is to shed light on the subversive art form in 
relation to power structures imposed by art institutions, i.e. the vertical authoritative voice that 
sacralises the work, and the established conventions that frame a gallery visit. 

In order to grasp the complexity of the medium, some terminologies need to be tackled as well, 
on top of its history, such as performativity, the experience of the performance artwork, the 
audience reception, time and space, and body, which are all intertwined. To bring the research 
closer to the contemporary context, two international artists who have presented performance 
pieces in 2018 will be analysed in relation to the characteristics established in the 
framework. The works selected are new commissions –rather than re-staged performance– 
(Paul Maheke, A fire circle for a public hearing  at Chisenhale Gallery London in 2018, and 
Laura Wilson’s You would almost expect it warm  at the British Museum, as part of Block 
Universe, London in 2018) as the aim is to look at performances that are experienced for the 
very first time, and understand what makes these works subversively unique when looking at 
the space, the market and institutional structures.

2. The literature and historical framework
It has been widely disputed among scholars, curators and artists that the first expressions of per-
formance art started in the 20s with the Futurists and Dadaist manifestations, which included 
stand-up spectacles, cabarets, and poetry readings in public squares (Goldberg, 2014). However, 
it is also said that performance art formally erupted in the visual art scene of the 60s and 70s with 
artists such as Allan Kaprow, Vito Acconci, Yoko Ono, Laurie Anderson, Marina Abramovic, and 
with a particular nucleus in New York City. From the late 60s to the new media generation of the 
2000s, the discipline of performance art gradually entered the art genealogy with an emphasis 
on the ‘live art’ presentations involving bodies in time and space to counter the capitalist ideas of 
the commercialisation of art and to create a more direct relationship between the audience and 
the performer (Goldberg, 2014; Jackson, 2014; von Hantelmann, 2014). In order to understand 
this shift in perception from the objectification of art to the social and experimental dimension 
of performance, it is essential to highlight some key elements in the history of art, as well as some 
theories that have shaped the medium and how it is perceived today.

The literature and historical framework
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2.1. The New York Happenings

Allan Kaprow used the word ‘happening’ for the first time in 1959 when he presented his 
par-ticipatory work 18 happenings in six parts at the Reuben Gallery in New York. The piece 
took place over six days and involved a number of performers in the gallery split across three 
rooms separated by transparent plastic walls, alongside chairs for visitors. The pieces were 
performed simultaneously, which prevented the visitors from seeing what was happening in the 
other gallery spaces. Kaprow intended to invite his guests and friends to take part in a new way 
of experimen-ting art (Rosen and Unterdorfer, 2006; Goldberg, 2014). The following 
instructions were sent via the invitation to the event:

The performance is divided into six parts. Each part contains three happenings which occur at 
one. The beginning and end of each will be signalled by a bell. At the end of the performance 
two strokes of the bell to be heard. You have been given three cards. Be seated as they instruct 
you. That is, be sure to change your place for set three and for set five.
Between part one and part two there is a two-minute interval. Remain seated.
Between part two and part three there is a fifteen-minute interval. Remain seated.
Between part three and part four there is a two-minute interval when you will remain in 
your seats.
Between part four and part five there is a fifteen-minute interval. You may move about.
Between part five and part six there is a two-minute interval. Remain seated.
There will be no applause after each set. You may applaud after the sixth set if you wish, 
although there will ne no “curtain call”.
The visitors are please asked not to smoke at all in the loft. They are also asked not to leave the 
building during the longer intermissions.

For Kaprow, 'happenings' (a word which started to be in vogue in the 50s) are ‘events that, 
put simply, happen’ (Kaprow, 1961). In other words, they are physical manifestations 
without a clear structure and which rely on improvisation. In his endeavour to break barriers 
between the viewers and the object, Kaprow introduced works that have neither beginning nor 
end, but just a fluid open-ended process to be experimented rather than contemplated. As he 
writes in his essay ‘Happening in the New York Scene’ (1961) there are three factors that 
explain what a happening consists of: first, there is a need for a ‘context’, which conceives and 
enacts the piece. Second, in opposition to a theatre play, happenings have no defined ‘plot’, 
and finally there are guided by ‘spontaneity’. He says: ‘happening is not a commodity but a 
brief event, from the standpoint of any publicity it may receive, it may become a state of 
mind’ (Kaprow, 1961). The non-linearity and ephemerality of the event questions the nature of 
the artwork and challenges how people are used to experiencing art, distancing themselves 
from the object’s sublimation. The happenings/performances are committed instead to value 
experimentation.

Susan Sontag cites Kaprow’s work 18 happenings in six parts  in her text ‘Happenings-An Art 
of Radical Juxtaposition’ where she acknowledges the unconventionality of happenings in the 
art scene of the time: ‘They don’t take place on a stage conventionally understood, but in a 
dense object-clogged setting […] In this setting a number of participants, not actors, perform 
movements and handle objects antiphonally and in concert to the accompaniment 
(sometimes) of words, wordless sounds, music, flashing lights and odours’ (Sontag,1962). In  
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her text Sontag, remains sceptical but admires the way in which Kaprow injects a mindset shift 
with this work. The ‘subversive spirit’ that Sontag sheds light on reflects this confrontation 
with the past; the anti-normativity of the piece where the performers are not professional 
actors – which implies a clear separation from the theatre field. However, the participants form 
part of the work, which stresses a focus on the encounter that is being created between the 
audience and the performers. Everything in the piece becomes part of the work, from the 
audience and the performers to the performativity of the space, the sounds and words, 
creating a whole new experience. Although 18 happenings in six acts  purposely confused 
people with its lack of meaning (Goldberg, 2014), it opened up a path for more artists to 
experiment with the setting, the body, the encounters with the spectators and to characterise 
and embody an intention and an idea.

2.2. The Avant-Garde School of thought

One of Frankfurt School’s main figures, Theodor Adorno, articulates in Aesthetic Theory  
(1970) that in order for art to be free from any social status and governance, it needs to be 
‘functionless’. The discourse surrounding the binary –or rather the antagonist– relationship 
between low versus high art was particularly discussed in the 70s and 80s, in reaction to late 
capitalist structures and to the rise of the creative economy (and popular culture). While 
Conceptual and Minimalist art promote the idea over the object, there is a growing concern in 
the Avant-garde ideology to heighten the difference between the artistic values and the 
artistic techniques (Warden, 2015). Indeed, Peter Bürger claims in his theoretical book The 
Theory of the Avant-Garde (1974) that art in bourgeois society no longer belongs to the praxis 
of life. For him, art in bourgeois society has become self-sufficient and reflective of a need for 
a higher class to value individualism over collective craft. It is seen as autonomous in its nature 
and in society, i.e. l’art pour l’art  constitutes in itself a social subsystem.

Therefore there has been a considerable change in the function, production and reception of 
art in the latest centuries. Bürger distinguishes three historical typologies to contextualise the 
shift in interpretation: 1- Sacral art is the religious art practiced at church, where the cult is 
the primary objective. The production is, as much as its reception, institutionally collective. 2- 
Courtly art designates the art of the court where a first detachment from the praxis of life is 
identified as the producer starts developing a consciousness of individuality and superiority. 
Though the art remains social and collaborative in its experience and reception. 3- Bourgeois 
art  acquires a purely self-actualising status, where aesthetic values are highly regarded. It has 
lost the nexus to the praxis of life and has become individualistic in its function, production 
and reception. For Bürger the prestige linked to the autonomous art in bourgeois society is 
anti-progress and prevents social and historical developments. He refers to Surrealist artist 
Marcel Duchamp’s work Fountain (or Le Pissoir) in 1917 as a manifest against bourgeois 
art, which by having the artist’s signature on the urinal ironically criticises the quality of the 
artwork. 

Moreover, Bürger argues against art as an institution claiming that the art’s production and 
distribution are conditioned to ideas determined by a higher societal structure –which 
essentially prevents the actual reception of the work. Hereof, German artist Joseph Beuys, a 
prominent figure of the Fluxus movement in the late 60s and early 70s, defended and 
reinterpreted the status of the artist and demystified art in bourgeois society. Staging a wide 
range of ‘performance/happenings’ in museums and galleries, Beuys worked against the 
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authority established in art institutions, and fundamentally promoted social and political acts 
in art. While the avant-gardists condemned the value of art in Western societies, the format of 
the exhibitions in museums is similarly put into question –correspondingly, Beuys denounced 
the structures of the gallery spaces where he extensively performed, embodying himself the 
object to be looked at. Curator Dorothea von Hantelmann mentions in her book How To Do 
Things With Art (2010) ‘that, the museum is seen as the embodiment of art’s exclusion from 
social life’, which resonates with the avant-garde’s detrimental perception of art. 

By adjusting the lense, one can understand the avant-garde theory as a symbol of 
experimentation and reflection at various moments in the history of art. It played an 
important role in the social and economic status of art and demonstrated subversion against the 
artistic establishment. Although this theory cannot be seen as a fully valid ideology today, it 
still constitutes an important method to question norms and distance from the traditional art 
experience and process of creation. Understanding the context in which performance art arose 
in the last century allows us to study and discuss the more contemporary theories surrounding 
the medium and its curatorial challenges. 

3. The curatorial framework: terminologies and
parameters

At the cross-section between visual arts, dance, theatre and music, performance art is complica-
ted to encapsulate. The curatorial framework helps in exploring the theories that have examined 
performance art in recent years, enabling us to better understand what is at stake. Therefore, 
this section will identify the definitions and parameters that contextualise performance art and 
its relevance in the contemporary art field. Based on the aforementioned assumptions that art 
should no longer be defined by its autonomy (going away from art commodification as a corner-
stone), artists, theorists, and curators have started to scrutinize not only what it means to shift 
from object to subject, but also what is the impact of a ‘physical presence’ as the main form of 
expression in a gallery space. What does it imply in terms of curatorial decisions and audience 
reception to have non-static ephemeral works? And lastly, what does it imply when art is no lon-
ger led by its market but by the memory of its experience? 

3.1. Performativity

Although the natural connection between ‘performance’ and ‘performativity’ would be that every 
performance is performative, which to some extent is correct, there is a whole world when it 
comes to characterising the overarching term of ‘performativity’ (authors Jacques Derrida, Judith 
Butler, John Searle, Jean-François Lyotard all extensively theorised the notion of performativity, 
however in this paper it will remain focused on the connection to live performance rather than 
the meta-dimensions of language and speech-act). So what is performativity and how can a work 
be defined as performative? In the current discourse surrounding contemporary art, many works 
are understood as performative as long as they include a form of enactment or embodiment. 

The curatorial framework: Terminologies and parameters
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There is, however, a fundamental distinction between making ‘performance-like’ work and 
per-formative work. As stated by von Hantelmann ‘there is no performative artwork because 
there is no non-performative artwork’ (von Hantelmann, 2014). In her views, any artwork 
aims to produce meaning and provoke an experience, regardless whether the work is a 
painting on the wall or a moving body in the space. But if everything is performative, what is 
so special about performance?

In order to understand the complexity of the term ‘performativity’ it would be first essential to 
avoid confusion and assert the main difference between ‘performance art’ and ‘performing 
arts’. The latter refers to t  he disciplines o  f dance a  nd theatre whereas the former s  tands 
within t  he visual arts field. This paper will focus on performance art, although there are 
some elements of dance and theatre in the work to be deconstructed later on. Originally, the 
term ‘performativity’ derives from specific roots, which are enounced in the famous 
writings of British philosopher John L. Austin How To Do Things with Words (1954) in 
which he expands on the potential and power of performative language. When words are 
performative, it means that they act upon a situation, and generate new meaning; they do 
rather than they say. The usual examples are ‘I do’ at a marriage ceremony or ‘I sentence 
you to prison’ at a trial where the utterance has an immediate effect on the situation 
(Jones, 2014; Jackson, 2014; von Hantelmann, 2010; 2014). Thus, ‘performativity’ in 
visual arts can be comprehended as a byword for multi or cross-disciplinary work that has 
an impact on reality –and essentially creates new situations. In other words, it describes 
works in which inter-relational dimensions set in specific time and space translate 
into greater social and cultural meaning. Performativity is ‘the processual time-based 
and com-municational aspect of the relationship between people via speech and action –
and how it connects to meaning’ (Jones, 2014).

In the same vein, Jackson, interrogates the function and role of the receiver in the context of 
performativity. She uses the term ‘intermedial’ (or cross-media practice) to explain the pheno-
menon of performativity, stating that ‘the intermedial puzzles of contemporary art create new 
performative realities (and new performative problems) for receivers trying to make sense of 
them’ (Jackson, 2014; 2017). She claims that through action painting there is performativity 
(for instance the dripping painting by Jackson Pollock and the Anthropometries by Yves 
Klein), which breaks the separation between life and art. In this sense, the spontaneous 
gesture is per-ceived as embodied and performative: it is not ‘evoked’ or intentional. Similarly, 
improvisation (the non-plot characteristic or the act of spontaneity) sheds light on the range of 
possibilities and magic that performance art acquires through its performative format. 
Furthermore, von Hantel-mann affirms that when performativity is produced in exhibition 
environments, it establishes a historical context –due to the nature of the museum 
itself as producer of historical knowledge– and when this context is activated, art 
possibilities can flourish, i.e. in this case, there is a dependency on the museum conventions 
(von Hantelmann, 2010). 

Although it can be theorised that all works are performative, it has been demonstrated that the 
predominant factor of performativity in performance is its ability to bridge connections between 
realities, to create relational tensions and seductions between the work/performer(s) and the 
audience. Thus, the performative work has an intention towards its viewers, which in the case 
of performance art creates new (and subversive) ways of engaging with the work, generating a 
situational space where chemistry is stimulated. 

The curatorial framework: Terminologies and parameters
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3.2. Experience of the artwork

If we summarise what has been previously stated, we can establish that performance art does not 
comply with usual aesthetic parameters, but rather with a set of forces that collectively form 
an experience. Nicolas Bourriaud would call this ‘relational aesthetics’ in the sense that the 
inter-relations of the encounters created between the subjected bodies and the participants are 
the performative work; or in other words that the relational factor becomes the ‘object’ of art 
(Jackson, 2017). Likewise, Cometti (2014) defines performance as the art in action, which
denotes 'an intentional process acts or gestures oriented towards an ends susceptible of pro-
ducing consequences in the natural, cultural and human environment’. For him, the main 
pattern that devises the medium of performance art is that it rethinks the nature of its 
relationship with the object and the space. But most of all, it produces emotions, beliefs, 
thoughts and behaviours (Cometti, 2014). 

As for von Hantelmann, she notes that a new apparatus has appeared in the analysis of what 
constitutes performance art: it is the experiential turn or the experience generated by the living 
work, which triggers the question of whether the experience engendered by the performance 
reflects the artistic intention (von Hantelmann, 2014). She explains that the rise of the creative 
force in the leisure economy of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century has enhanced the 
value of experience: ‘the creation and shaping of experiences have increasingly become an integral 
part of the artwork’s conception’ (von Hantelmann, 2014). Both writers, von Hantelmann and 
Jones, introduce the notion of phenomenology as the underlayer of performativity, explaining 
that when the body emotionally interacts with the gallery space, it creates a sensorial experience 
(von Hantelmann, 2014; Jones, 2014).

This idea of phenomenology shifts from the traditional idea of the museum as a power structure 
imposing historical knowledge, to immaterial, hence enabling the subjective experience, or in 
von Hantelmann’s words a ‘new culture of being’ to arise (von Hantelmann, 2014). This also ties 
up with the idea of the ‘institutional critique’ in the 80s where the artistic practice was to disrupt 
and re-evaluate the role of hegemonic institutions by introducing temporal socio-political inter-
ventions in the museum (Wood, 2014). Despite this growing social, cultural and economic shift 
in Western society, von Hantelmann interrogates if our qualitative judgement of aesthetics does 
not suffer from this need for subjective spectacle and individualistic experience. She argues that 
this might lead to a ‘narcissistic consumer culture’ and prevent historical memory to prevail. 
Although from a historically contested perspective aesthetic knowledge might be challenged, 
she also says that in the immediate context of performance there is a situated experience (work-
related experience versus self-related experience, i.e. again referring to phenomenology and the 
predominance of individual emotions experienced in the space). Therefore what is fundamentally 
differentiated in von Hantelmann’s discourse is between the ‘artworks that produce an expe-
rience (which basically any artwork does) and artworks that shape experience’ (von Hantelmann, 
2014). It asserts Goldberg’s sayings that the experience of the performance is the most direct 
mode of expression in art today (Goldberg, 2014).

The work of T ino Sehgal is often used to illustrate the notions of contemporary ‘performati-
vity’, given the artist’s ability to counter the conditions of the art market by choreographing 
social bodies, excluding materiality and any traces of documentation (although he is consciously 
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involved in selling his pieces to the market, which to some extent goes against the idea of the 
avant-gardists). It is paramount for Sehgal to enable his work to enter people’s memory and to 
allow the experience of the situation to remain tri-dimensional (von Hantelmann, 2014). In 
addition Sehgal always presents his live performances in museum settings, which undeniably de-
fies and reconfigures the organisation of the institutions that host him. For example in his work 
This objective of that object, five choreographers stand in a circle with their backs towards the 
centre and whisper ‘the objective of this work is to become the object of discussion’ and give each 
visitor entering the room a new set of instructions to follow. The performers address the visitors 
without looking at them and react only when someone replies, hence creating interactions. The 
performance forms an open-ended experience, which fosters the idea of inter-relational encoun-
ters highlighted above. 

In Sehgal’s work there is, of course, a preoccupation to not be affiliated with theatre, as his inten-
tion to produce works in exhibition spaces is to challenge the conventions of the display formats 
and democratise the access to the public. But foremost, his ambition is to shape an experience, 
rather than produce one: a direct, intangible and immaterial relationship between the perfor-
mers and the audience is activated in the space, which is subjectively perceived and experienced 
independently by the participants. The experience becomes subjective and unique –it is in no 
way reproducible as the interactions among the physical bodies/relations are momentary. The 
participative format of his work empowers the viewers, becoming themselves the interpreters and 
influencers of the piece. 

3.3. Audience/Reception

Drawing on the example of Sehgal’s practice, there is a need for performance art to foster 
changes, to be accessed more democratically and to engage the audience in new ways. Not only 
to counter the hierarchies of the art world and the necessities of the market but also to provoke 
an experience that is subjective, as well as collective and unconventional. The ephemeral or conti-
nuous/fragmented characteristic of the performance work advances the audience’s responsibility 
to choose whether to look at it or not –which contrasts with the usual dance or theatre show, 
where the situation setting, seating in a dark room, emphasises the feeling of a ‘formed piece’, i.e. 
“I have paid to be here and watch”. If we consider performance as democratic and open-ended, 
then it should be able to exist even without its audience: to be present with or without visitors, 
leaving the performers to continue moving from various states, from living bodies to sculptures 
and from subjects to objects. The potential absence of the audience from the gallery space forms 
part of the complexity and subversion of the medium.  

It remains that in order for the work to accomplish itself, it needs the audience’s presence to 
activate it (Jackson, 2014; Cometti, 2014). The performance work becomes performative only 
when there is the public’s uptake (Jackson, 2017). To illustrate this idea of actualisation of the 
work, Jackson uses the example of Naked, performed by Japanese-American duo Eiko & Koma 
at the Walker Art Centre (2010), where two naked bodies lay down performing the slowness of 
movements for 6 hours in the middle of a garden-type setting. While the artists do not look at 
the audience, they are conscious of it and need it to be present (Jackson, 2014). Already in the 
early stages of performance, Sontag mentions that the performers have become ‘the material 
object’ to be looked at by the audience, but more importantly the purpose of the performances/
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happenings is to form an encounter with the audience. As opposed to the idea of the spectacle, 
Sontag says that performances ‘[…] eliminate the stage, that is, the distance between spectators 
and performers. In the Happening this scapegoat is the audience’ (Sontag, 1962). Admittedly, a 
performance artwork has a variable durability (one hour, 15 hours, 3 weeks etc.), which might 
prevent a spectator from seeing it all, however the livingness of the art comes into existence 
through the encounter between the audience and the performers in a specific time and space 
(Sofaer, 2002). Furthermore, the complex and unique value of performance art is that the work 
is lived simultaneously by the viewer and the artist. 

3.4. Time/Space

If there is an important pattern of durability in the performance artwork, there is also an ine-
vitable space in which it takes place. Temporality and spatiality are founding components of 
performance art, which draws the concern: when does a performance end? It is guided by its 
ephemerality and by its potential absence of time or absence of the space, of body, of audience. 
Once the work is made, does it vanish? One of the specificities (or qualities) of performance art 
is to hold time (Goldberg, Art Basel Talks, 2018). As the aforementioned work by Eiko & Koma, 
NYC-based artist and choreographer Maria Hassabi is similarly concerned with the notion 
of time. She performed PLASTIC (2016), a live installation where herself and other 
performers moved in extreme slowness, flatten to the ground, in the busiest, fast-moving areas 
of the MoMA museum in New York, contrasting with the rhythm of grand urban centres. By 
pitting slowness of movement against the speed of modern life, Hassabi embraces the notions 
of ‘taking time’ in performance. 

In reaction to the writings of critic Michael Fried in ‘Art and Objecthood (1967)’ in which he at-
tacks Minimalist Art’s theatricality and intermedial temporality (he is for a full manifestation and 
presentness of art), curator and theorist Adrian Heathfields defends that ‘in the cultural logics 
of late capitalism, time itself is a commodity that must be exploited to its maximum potential’ 
(Heathfields, 2014). He argues that in a society with increasingly accelerating technologies, the 
experience of duration becomes heterogeneous: people no longer see time as it used to and it has 
become a ‘cultural construct’. To actuate his theory, Heathfields introduces the term ‘durational 
aesthetics’ which looks at revalorising and recentralising the notion of time to the discourse. In 
the history of performance art, many artists have used and put time at the centre of their work. 
In the 70s, artists such as Marina Abramovic and Ulay, Vito Acconci, or Tehching Hsieh (who 
performed non-stop for one year long, and is considered the father of time-based art) started 
challenging their body to the constraints of time, usually identified as endurance-like perfor-
mances (Heathfields, 2014). Marina Abramovic and Ulay are internationally renowned for 
their work on the persistence of the body in time. For example, Relation in Time (1977) 
performed for the first time at Studio G7 in Bologna in Italy, saw both artists sat back to back 
in front of an audience with only their ponytails attached to one another, remaining almost 
immobile for 17 consecutive hours. The backdrop of long durational work is that they might 
become ‘eventful’ or ‘mundane’ (Heathfields, 2014), which might result as a consequence of 
the art-experience led economy –thinking about Marina Abramovic’s work The Artist is 
Present  performed at MoMA everyday over the whole course of her solo exhibition, which 
drew extreme popularity. 

The curatorial framework: Terminologies and parameters
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If we look at the origins of the term ‘ephemerality’, it comes from Greek ‘ephemeros’ 
meaning ‘lasting only one day’ –which joins Kaprow’s definition that happenings should 
remain brief and unique (one-shot). In effect, performance should exists briefly, but it should 
exist, and in the pre-sent tense. Phelan (1993) argues that performance art only inhabits the 
present –a performance lasts the time of the staging and once it is done it vanishes and becomes 
part of something other than performance: ‘performance’s being, […], becomes itself through 
disappearance’ (Phelan, 1993). A performance can be repeated but it will always be 
‘different’ a s i ts o ccurrence i s o nly possible in the present. Because there are no possible 
duplications of the performance piece, it dives into the surreal, or more subjectively stores 
itself in one’s memory. Therefore, performance art appears in the visible and disappears in the 
invisible. This supplements the idea of ‘uniqueness’ in its literal sense, but an intangible 
uniqueness or an unconscious possession, which goes against the rules of trading (Phelan, 
1993).

In similar ways, Pontbriand (2014) goes as far as saying that not only performance actualises 
in the present but also belongs to the future and its future interactions with the public. 
Exploring the aesthetics of duration opens up new possibilities in regards to artistic and 
curatorial practices. There has been (and still is in discussion for many institutions) a 
necessity to re-contextualise what is possible in a certain time and space, and challenge the 
norms of a museum, i.e. vary the opening hours, and set schedule for the performance within 
the gallery spaces, accept to have an empty space. In other words, to risk to change what is 
commonly seen/known.

3.5. Body/Presence

‘There is no art without the body’ says Goldberg, questioning the difference between the 
body and the presence/livingness of the body in the exhibition space, stressing the necessity to 
go back to the essence of presence (Art Basel Talk, 2018). Pontbriand (2014) expresses how 
much per-formance art is guided by the body as a source of making and thinking. She 
explains that intro-ducing the physicality of the body in the art formed a crisis  as it 
breaks with the conception of the world and continuously asks for re-evaluations and 
reinventions. In the 90s, repressed voices started to emerge; in the new millennium, new 
forms of participatory art appeared (the museum of the 2000s also becomes socially and 
culturally more democratic and engaging). It all re-affirms this perpetual desire for change 
and to make the world a better place –which aligns with the arguments stated earlier 
in the paper; that performance art subversively emerges in moments of change, to enact 
change.

Nevertheless ‘in many ways human presence is an unwelcomed interruption in museums’ 
writes Tate’s senior curator Catherine Wood (2014), admitting that codes are still dramatically 
rooted in the museum culture. The time/space/body format associated with performance art 
has forced the institutions as much as the viewers to adopt new behaviours towards the medium 
and its pre-sentation (that is why the Tanks have been created at Tate Modern in London, a 
platform solely dedicated to performance artworks). The coexistence between human bodies 
and materiality (and simply the fact to be confronted with non-conventional works) generates 
new conversations and forges the realm of the ‘live aesthetics’ (Wood, 2014).

Correspondingly, Mathieu Copeland, in his book Choreographing Exhibitions (2013), 
tackles the idea of the absence of the art’s materiality when it comes to the body. 

The curatorial framework: Terminologies and parameters
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Indeed, in performance art there is a duality between the absence and the presence of the 
body. In the museum’s convention, the gallery spaces barely stay empty (except during 
montages and de-montages). For the rest of the time, the walls are continuously used for works 
to be exhibited. Instead of fearing the absence of works, Copeland metaphorically suggests 
that these empty spaces should be considered for possible actions, i.e. allow bodies to move 
and explore re-mate-riality instead of im-materiality; allow new possibilities to be engendered 
(Copeland, 2013). And because an art performance only exists once, its uniqueness essentially 
resists market mechanism. Once it takes place in front of the viewer’s eyes, it also takes place 
in the viewer’s memory. Its materiality resists the canons of art. The only way to remember a 
performance artwork is to see it and to experience it first-hand. According to Copeland, this 
represents the real potential of performance art –he mentions a saying by American artist 
Lawrence Weiner ‘if you remember the work, you own it’. There is no copy, every piece, every 
gesture is original. 

4. Case studies
Having discussed in this paper the historical role of performance art as a subversive voice 
among the more conventional and traditional art forms, the explorations in the contemporary 
art landscape must also be investigated. In order to do so, two performance pieces by 
contemporary artists will be analysed within the theoretical and methodological framework 
previously exposed. 

The first one to be examined is a new performance by French artist Paul Maheke who had 
his solo-work exhibited at the Chisenhale Gallery in London from March to June 2018, 
called A fire circle for a public hearing. The performance was commissioned by Chisenhale 
Gallery and Vleeshal Center for Contemporary Art, in Middelburg. The second one is a 
performance by Northern-Ireland born artist Laura Wilson who was co-commissioned to 
produce You would almost expect to find it warm by London’s performance art festival Block 
Universe and Franck Bordese at the British Museum in London, on 1 June 2018. The reason 
for selecting these two performance works stems from their compliance with the defining 
parameters set earlier in this paper. Both performance works took place in art institutions, 
were created site-specifically in relation to the space, and were presented for the very first time 
to the public as new commissions.

4.1. Paul Maheke: A fire circle of public hearing

Originally from the suburb areas of Paris, Maheke established himself in London in 2015. 
In his work, Maheke often deals with the idea of cultural representation and identity politics. 
He approaches the vehicle of performance to express anti-categorisation and to resist external 
and internal oppression, in particular queerness and Black African diaspora. Using bodies as 
memories, he creates trans-historical and marginalised narratives by means of presence and 
absence of figures (i.e. the personification of the ghost is often used in Maheke’s work). The 
artist is also interested in scenography and how the different elements interrelate to function 
and construct an environment.

Case studies
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In 2018, he was invited by the Chisenhale Gallery to present a new work titled A fire circle 
for a public hearing  , his first solo-presentation in a UK institution. Throughout its duration, 
the exhibition was divided in three parts showing three different performances, which lasted 
approximately 2-3 weeks each; with daily live shows staged by Maheke and performed by three 
female performers. Incorporating sound, text and video installation, the show aims to fully 
immerse the viewer in the work, and unfolds gradually. 

The space has multiple layers: firstly there is no door when entering the gallery but a black curtain 
that separates the space inviting the audience (where Kaprow had separated his space with plastic 
walls, Maheke does it with curtains, which is a recurrent element in his practice, and represents 
fluidity); secondly there is an exit door, which either assumes the urgency to escape or the possi-
bility to access another world; thirdly there is a grid in the shape of an eye alluding to the panop-
tical idea of an ever-watching presence; fourthly, a looping video of the artist which nauseously 
turns in circles; and fifthly a continuous and circular self-generating sound that resonates across 
the space. All these elements form part of the performance, and also inform the work. On one 
side of the room, there is a mural painting representing the cosmos, with the moon and Jupiter, 
which poetically symbolises the ‘space’. Or a meta-universe that sets beyond our understanding, 
where hyper-visibility and multiple-identities navigate. In between the curtains, there are theatre 
stalls for people to sit down and pause to look at the performance. 

In part 1, the three performers enter the room, representing the different avatars imagined in Ma-
heke’s head: the ghost (or the possessed one); the oracle (representing the lived and experienced 
knowledge); and the magician (the malicious ghost, or the drag king). Through spoken-text and 
movement, the piece unravels gradually. Wrapped around the curtain, one of the characters says 
‘the future belongs to us’; ‘I’m the other’; ‘I’m an echo’ and speaks about black diaspora, while the 
other character dances following the lines of a square, charming the public, snapping the 
fingers, raising her arms and wiggling her hips; a reference to Bruce Nauman’s piece Walking in 
an exaggerated manner in the perimeter of a square  (1968). While hypnotising the audience 
with her dancing, the drag king slowly takes off her clothes, keeping the silver underwear that 
reveals an accentuated bulge, mark of the male body and masculinity. By performing 
masculinity in a body that is not cis-male, Maheke digs into the idea, or the experiences, of 
queerness and otherness. By referring to Michael Jackson and Felix Gonzales-Torres, the artist 
multiplies the personal and cultural references from pop culture to dance. There is much to say 
about the work but we shall scam these elements, in the following paragraphs, within the 
framework established in this paper.

Everything in the piece is performative. As previously highlighted in the text in order for a 
work to be performative, it needs to have an impact upon its reality. In performance art, the 
work has to be intermedial, and Maheke noticeably makes use of multi-disciplinary elements. 
Therefore, the setting, the curtains, the video, the sound and, of course, the spoken-words are 
not fixed, instead they all act upon the work to create inter-relational aesthetics and experience. 
Moreover, the gestures and the enacted movements are performative as they tie up with further 
meaning; they invite the viewer to connect and live with the work. The experience is 
actualised by the direct connection between the setting, the performers and the audience. 
There is a consciousness of the different objects and beings that links up to phenomenology, 
which happens when all these elements are brought together to immerse the viewer in a given 
time and space in order for them to individually process these into a sensorial experience. 
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In this case, we can evidently sustain that the piece shapes  experience, rather than produce 
it, as it gives access to emotions and reflection (or self-reflection). In this work, there 
is consciously no interaction with the audience per se. The installation of the stalls in one 
corner of the room alludes to theatre but mostly invites the viewers to sit down and take time 
to watch the show. The fact that there is no stage breaks with the hegemonic ideas of the 
gallery space and shows the subversive (or more democratic) intention of the artist to give 
access to anyone, and to allow the emotions and experience to take over the object-led 
experience. On one hand, Maheke wants his performers to be empowered by the space 
and to give life to their character. On the other hand, he wants the audience to be 
empowered by the work, which will be perceived very differently from one person to the 
other. Even though there is no direct interference with the public, some small gestures can be 
captured, such as occasional eye contact, or some physical proximity to the performers, which 
naturally enrich the encounter with the audience.

4.2. Laura Wilson: You would almost expect to find it warm

While performance art biennial Performa celebrates its 11th anniversary in 2018, London’s 
inter-national performance art festival Block Universe launched its 4th edition. Inviting a wide 
range of international and UK-artists working across the field of performance art today, Block 
Universe introduces and presents new commissions from both emerging and established 
artists to the London art scene. Taking place across various locations in London for 7-10 days, 
the festival positions itself at the forefront of the discourse surrounding performance art, 
and supports cutting-edge practices and pushes the boundaries of the art experience and 
exhibition/presentation. This section will focus on a new commission by London-based 
artist Laura Wilson who performed You would almost expect it to find it warm  at the British 
Museum on 1 June 2018. The piece was presented in parallel with the Rodin and the art of 
ancient Greece exhibition.

Artist Laura Wilson, born in Belfast, Northern Ireland, currently works in London. Her artistic 
practice spans from performance to sculptural work, and deals with the idea of trade and how 
transferal processes can be transmitted from one person to the other, particularly through tacit or 
experiential knowledge. In the past few years, the artist has been developing works that involve 
materiality and bodies in relation to the production of fresh bread dough. The artist sees dough 
as a ‘living biological material’, which shapes and moves into different states and textures. Wilson 
started researching the idea of dough as a sculptural material in 2016 as part of a residency pro-
gramme where she followed a baker and a choreographer for a month to understand the origins 
of the dough movements. Because it contains yeast and bacteria, the dough constantly generates 
a new materiality, lead by gravity. 

In the new performance You would almost expect to find it warm , Wilson investigates the 
physicality of fresh dough and its relationship to the body when exposed to movements. More 
specifically six performers navigated around the British museum with large amounts of fresh 
dough, which they slowly carried around the space. The dough is constantly moving, morphing 
into various states, so are the performers. A constant flow of choreographical movements is 
undertaken by these living organisms. It aesthetically and provokingly raises questions on 
today’s fast-paced technologies and mechanical productions. 
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The piece took place in the main hall of the British Museum and in one architectural 
gallery, and lasted for four hours. The work responds to the space and the dough’s colour 
subtly alludes to the white marbles present all over the museum, and to human flesh. This 
alikeness accentuates the relationship between the inanimate object and the body, and sheds 
light on experiential and transferal knowledge. The dough is perceived as another body which 
dances with the performer whilst the performer dances with the dough. Besides, the performers 
are wearing blue-collar uni-forms, a historical reference to the working class, set in contrast to 
the traditional and hierarchical status of the museum –especially considering that the British 
Museum is regarded as one of the UK’s most visited museums and has conveyed the history 
of colonialism and taste-influencers for centuries. Wilson’s performance responds and 
challenges the power structures of knowledge produced and established in museums. 

The dough, despite its inanimate state, becomes performative within the performance. The livin-
gness associated with the dough in movements gives a special dimension to the piece. There 
is something extremely physical with the dough but also referential –the baking of bread relates 
to family traditions and knowledge transmitted through generations (the dough also has an 
historical connotation linked to Ireland, where the artist is from). The performers transform 
into living sculptures, mirroring the Greek and the Rodin works exhibited in the British 
museum. There is indeed an extreme presence of the body in the piece, or rather several bodies, 
and their presence activates the livingness of the work. Wilson’s work draws from the aesthetics 
of the body, alluding to the transmitted forms of historical knowledge, i.e. in the way we see and 
perceive beauty since antiquity, which again is referenced by the juxtaposition with the classical 
sculptures in the space.

Although we have been debating that performance art lays in its spontaneity, it is important to 
mention that You would almost expect it warm has a structure. The work was rehearsed prior 
to the official performance. Nevertheless the performance depends on improvisation, and 
there is a sense of the unknown as the dough’s movements are unpredictable. Taking into 
account that the work lasts four hours, the presence of the performers activate the space in a 
complete new way. The slow movements also stress the idea of time-based work. The 
performance has to naturally progress through time and becomes dependent on ‘the other’, i.e. 
the dough. 

Not only does the gradual dance between the ‘living’ object and the ‘sculptural’ performers 
create an aesthetic experience in the context of the museum but it also initiates an 
encounter with the public. Although the performers intentionally do not interact with the 
public, because the performance takes place in the public areas of the museum means that the 
work is freely seen by anyone passing by. Furthermore, the fact that there are no physical limits 
between the audience and the dancers increases this idea of democratic access to the work, no 
sense of privilege; it is for everyone. It naturally engages with the spectators and cohesively 
shapes an experience that is received and internalised individually.

In contrast with Maheke’s daily performances, Wilson’s work was a ‘one-shot’ performance 
that embraced durational efforts. It also implied an open-endedness to the work. It is likely that 
most of the viewers were not able to see the whole piece, but only some fragments of it. 
Durational works bring importance to the value of time but in particular the passage of time 
that refers to transition, to a flow, a fluxus or a movement.
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Both live artworks have demonstrated that the nature of performance lays in its capacity to create 
an interrelational and experimental environment, but most of all it creates meaning. Perfor-
mances shape a meaningful experience for its performers, for its audience and for its curatorial 
position. It brings back life to art and awakes the emotions that rest within us. The physical 
presence, the cohesive encounter and engagement with the audience, the cross-media and mul-
ti-layered practice, and the aesthetic approach to time/space all come together as a moment of 
existence. Performance art is not functionless, it is not self-sufficient, but it exists. 

5. Conclusion
When reflecting on the origins and early intentions of performance art, Goldberg writes that 
‘live gestures have constantly been used as a weapon against the conventions of established art’ 
(Goldberg, 2014). This realisation inspired my curiosity to examine and investigate the reasons 
that make performance art such a relevant and blossoming discipline, yet one that still remains 
contested. Considering there is an increasing interest drawn to performance art in the contem-
porary art field, more galleries, museums, art fairs, festival are currently including performance 
art at the forefront of their programming. Therefore, the eruptive presence of performance art 
in the international art scene is growing its roots. The response to its complex dimensionality is 
establishing itself. Does this stem from a need to capitalise on experience in an experience-led 
economy? Is it to develop a field that still has immense potential when others are more saturated? 
Is it because the experience permeates a feeling of exclusivity and uniqueness to its audience? All 
in all performance art has fostered and remains fostering change. Thus, indeed performance art 
is subversive as proven by its history; it indeed provokes an experience that is unique in time and 
space, and it most certainly nurtures and ventures new horizons. And as a catalyst for change, it 
should question what is established and normative, in curatorial decisions, in the contemporary 
art market landscape, and in archival and art collection practices and discourse. 

In an ever-growing society of entertainment, where the number of art institutions keeps in-
creasing, the aim transcends the creation of experience into the impact generation. As demons-
trated in the examined case studies, the valorisation of experience-based events and the audience 
engagement is essential to performance art and forms part of its artistic value. However, there is 
a necessity for performance art to be seen as a catharsis, a means of purgation of emotions (i.e. 
used in Greek Antiquity to define the impact of tragedies’ acting on spectators, which figuratively 
helped to release internal and repressed emotions). Live performance art is not led by monetary 
purposes, but it intends to become meaningful to the spectator, and to shake the concept 
of art acquisition, and art experience. Instead it tells and shows people how to live in the 
moment, to unfold time and stop the fast-paced technologies and access to information. The art 
and the artist are indeed present.  

Conclusion
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Produced by Chisenhale Gallery, London. 
Commissioned by Chisenhale Gallery and Vleeshal Center for Contemporary Art, Middelburg. 
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Paul Maheke, A fire circle for a public hearing, 
at Chisenhale Gallery, London, UK, 2018. 

Produced by Chisenhale Gallery, London. 
Commissioned by Chisenhale Gallery and Vleeshal Center for Contemporary Art, Middelburg. 
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Laura Wilson, You would almost expect to find it warm,
 at the British Museum, UK, 2018.

New site-specific commission for the British Museum by Block Universe and Franck Bordese. 
Photo: © Manuela Barczewski. 
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Laura Wilson, You would almost expect to find it warm,
 at the British Museum, UK, 2018.

New site-specific commission for the British Museum by Block Universe and Franck Bordese. 
Photo: © Manuela Barczewski. 
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